Title: Space Moiré

Year: 2013

Artist: kimiis (Steven Beites and Christian Joakim)

Medium: Corian and electronics (interior), cement (exterior)

Location: Kitchener Operations Facility
131 Goodrich Drive
Kitchener, ON

Acquisition Method: Public Art (1%)

“Space Moiré” is inspired by the phrase “the whole is greater than the sum of its parts” and reflects the gathering together of many corporate divisions into one facility. The artists express this in a wall-mounted art work made of Dupont Corian for the interior lobby and a concrete seating and shading module for the landscaped area outdoors next to the main entry. Each of the two art works demonstrates the patterns made possible by combining several elements into a transformed and harmonious whole. The patterning on the indoor art work is strengthened with the use of sensor-activated LED lights.